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Hood River County School District 

 Budget Committee Meeting 

June 3, 2013 

6:30 p.m. – Hood River Valley High School Library 

These Budget Committee minutes are not official as they have not been approved by the Committee.  These minutes 
are for review and are subject to change and/or approval.  Once approved, signed and dated, they are official. 

 

BUDGET MEETING RECONVENED AT 6:36 P.M. 

Budget Committee Members Present:  Liz Whitmore, Mark Johnson, Julia Ramirez 
Garcia, Heather Staten, Chip Dickinson, Bob Danko, Jan Veldhuisen Virk, David Russo, 
Bob Huskey, Randy Holmstrom, Jeff Kopecky, Sheri Holloway, Kateri Osborne Lohr, 
and Mikka Irusta. 

Absent: James Sims and Rob Brostoff. 

Administration:  Superintendent Charlie Beck, Finance Director Nick Hogan, Director of 
Special Education Anne Carloss, Human Resources Director Kevin Noreen, and 
Community Education Director John Rust. 

Absent:  Director of Instruction Penny Grotting. 

Principals:  Hood River Middle School Principal Brent Emmons, Wy’east Middle School 
Principal Catherine Dalbey, May Street Elementary School Principal Kelly Beard, Mid 
Valley Elementary School Principal Dennis McCauley, Wy’east Middle School Vice 
Principal Patricia Cooper, Hood River Valley High School Principal Karen Neitzel, Hood 
River Middle School Vice Principal Gus Hedberg, and Hood River Valley High School 
Vice Principal Rich Polkinghorn. 

Staff and Community Members:  Rob Varga, Diane Varga, John Rust, Jane Osborne, 
Tod Hilstad, John Vann, Becky Franks, Mark Bailey, Tim Counihan, Ldee Lorengel, 
Jeanne Chance, Anne Zuehlke, Peg Wooten, Columba Jones, Steffanie Olsen, 
Rebecca Swartzentruber, Heidi Huskey, Keith Bassham, Pat Evenson-Brady, Angela  
Klein, Jana Shuler, Kelvin Calkins, Gretchen von Lubken, Karen Myers, Pauline Koll, 
Cindi Sischo, Jennifer Schlosser, Tom Scully, Mark Reynolds, John Fine, Vince Wilson, 
Sarah Wilson, Emily Kohner, Brenda Colfelt Meyers, Anne Cole, Cyndi Sischo, Megan 
Filiault, Patty Fateley, Julie Stuben, Alison Betzing, Christina McGhee, Lyndsey 
Duddles, Staci Schmidt, Jennifer Ouzouian, Alissa Greenwold, Jeff Fisher, Tom Scully, 
Wyatt Scully, Kathryn Davis, Adam Howell, Mandy Webster, and Sunnie Turek. 
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WELCOME/CALL TO ORDER: 

Budget Committee Presiding Officer Liz Whitmore called the meeting to order. 

 

PROVIDE ANSWERS TO SUBMITTED QUESTIONS: 

Finance Director Nick Hogan provided a detailed explanation of each page along with  
answers to questions asked: 

 

Page 1 – Balance Sheet:  

Q: Why aren’t proceeds from the sale of Frankton included in the General Fund? 

 A: Several months ago when conditions were much more dire than they are now, 
the board approved using the Frankton property sale money to offset the General Fund.  
The original hope was to set the Frankton money aside for capital projects.  After we 
received the windfall of $2.1 million in State School Funds, the School Board and 
Superintendent directed that the Frankton money be moved back to a separate capital 
projects fund.     

Q: Can you give us some examples of what Capital Expenditures are?  

A: The big one would be building a school but we would go out for a bond levy for 
most of that.  Failed boilers is a better example.   

Q: In 2011/2012, the district saw a $200,000 expenditure on HVAC due to unanticipated 
breakdowns.  Could it be used for something like that in the future? 

A: The expenses on HVAC last year were a lot more than normal.  That would 
have been an appropriate use for this fund. 

 

Page C-1 & 2– Updated summary of General Fund 

No questions asked. 
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Pages C-3 & 4 – Proposed Reductions 

Q: What is a Para-Pro? 

A: A Para-Pro is a classified person that works in the classroom along-side the 
teacher. There is a difference in responsibilities from an Instructional Assistant. 

Q: Who composes the list of reductions? 

 A: Cabinet members along with three principals from each level. 

 

 

Page 7 & 8 – General Revenue Fund Estimate 

Detailed explanation by Nick Hogan, Heather Staten, and Mark Johnson. 

No questions asked. 

 

 

Page 9 – Total Proposed 2013/2014 Budget 

Q: Can you tell us a little bit about the Construction Excise Tax? 

 A: The Construction Excise Tax was passed five or six years ago.  It is basically 
a Systems Development Charge.  It is intended to help offset the cost of improvements.   

 

Q: Are there restrictions to this money? Is the money currently there a reasonable 
amount? 

A: This can only be used on Capital Improvements for items qualifying under IRS 
rules. 

 

Q: Is that going to affect us negatively that this money is being earmarked for projects 
where in the past it was in General Fund dollars? 

 A: It would not penalize us now it would just mean that we don’t have a separate 
fund that is growing.   
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REVENUE COMPARISON SPREADSHEET: 

 

Liz Whitmore presented the following spreadsheet with a detailed explanation of seven 
comparative districts and reserve balances: 
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PUBLIC COMMENTS: 

Anne Zuehlke: “It is interesting sitting her and listening to all the comments.  I 
appreciate all the work that Nick has done and the School Board has done and the 
Budget committee has done.  I am here as the parent of daughters about ready to enter 
high school and I am also coming as an employee of the high school.  I have worked at 
just about every school in the district.  I do believe that we need to plan the budget for 
future years in our district but I don’t believe that we need to cut as deeply as you are 
projecting.  I think that we are good at educating students and to guide them to be the 
best that they can be and part of our providing this is by offering a wide variety of 
classes.  AP Advanced classes included.  I feel that we offer a wide variety of those 
classes at this school here at HRVHS at this time.  Today we heard about some cuts to 
our classified positions in this building.  One of the persons is a person that I feel is very 
devoted to her field and devoted to promoting and caring for a complete department.  
This provides this department with the time they need to develop advanced classes.  In 
developing these advanced classes that later provide a lot of opportunity for a lot of our 
students to get Ford Scholarships and a lot of other scholarships and to go on to be 
better in this world.  Cutting this position is cutting off all of these opportunities in 
preparing for the future of these students.  Also, we were told about cutting a media 
specialist.  I am sorry, but this hits me close to the heart as my mother was a librarian 
and am currently a media specialist here at this building.  I feel that we pride ourselves 
at HRVHS to be a very strong and supportive team that is supportive to students and to 
staff while providing the best education that we can.  Our library is currently open from 7 
to 5:30 with trained staff that encourages, instructs and guides students through papers, 
assignments and scholarships.  I am really appalled that we are even cutting staff that 
directly affect student education.  These students are our future.  We are here to guide 
them to be the best that they can be.  I think we need to take another look at cuts.  
Cutting staff that offers a quality education is not where we should be looking at cuts.  
Our classified staff does the most of the least amount of money with pride and a smile 
on their faces.  Please consider looking elsewhere for the cuts”. 

 

Dennis McCauley: “Thank you for the opportunity to address the Budget Committee 
tonight.  I have sat through the last several meetings and there has been lots of 
discussion about Community Education and lots of discussion about kids and learning 
and that concerns me.  When we offered an administrative budget, we built it starting 
with the classroom as a protected area and started our cuts as far away from the 
classroom as we could get.  We moved to the classrooms as a last resort.  What the 
Budget Committee has asked, is that we reverse that and start with the classroom and 
move away from there.  That has impact on all the classes in the district.  Over the last 
few years at Mid Valley since I arrive there, the total population has increased by 125 
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kids.  We have one teacher there more now than when I arrive there.  Our class size 
average in those years prior to this was around 20.5 per classroom and we are now at 
26.5 per classroom average.  We have 125 more students and 50% less secretarial 
time.  We have less instructional assistant time then we had before.  We have 20% less 
custodial time and 20% more building that we clean every night.  We have reduced PE 
and music and all of those are cuts that have crept in over the years.  Rarely, do we see 
people rally for class size.  We see them rally for programs.  We have seen that the last 
few weeks here when there was discussion on Community Education.  People turn out 
for particular things, but as we cut Instructional Assistants, people don’t realize the 
impact of that.  At Mid Valley, some of our lowest reading scores are this year.  We are 
getting that in some of our classrooms like the 4th grade at 30 and 31 kids per class.  
That is happening other places in the district to where we have nothing but split classes 
and where we have high class loads.  What we are seeing as a result of that, is the 
quality of learning going down.  We talk about sustainable budget and there is a point 
where we are saving dollars at the expense of the staff.  We may have a sustainable 
budget and we may have sustainable buildings, but do we have sustainable learning?  
My fear is that at some point we have the buildings and the dollars in the bank but we 
have hollow classrooms”. 

 

Karen Neitzel: “Thank you for the opportunity to speak.  As Dennis mentioned, trying to 
keep resources in the classroom if possible and Anne mentioned a few of the staff that I 
spoke to today that are losing their jobs.  It is never easy in making those decisions, it is 
really hard.  I am going to tell you stories about four of our graduating seniors.  Irene 
came to the United States as a four year old.  Her first experience with English was in 
Kindergarten in this district.  She is going to be the first member of her family to 
graduate from high school.  She read me a speech today about all of her different 
teachers along the way who have helped her to get to where she is.  I give credit to all 
the teachers who are in this room.  When you decrease class size, you take away 
opportunities for kids to be successful.  Another student – Sadie, she was in the middle 
of her 9th grade year and moving from Michigan.  She had a lot of problems and didn’t 
feel very good about herself.  The art teacher here, Amirra Malak took her under her 
wing where Sadie got offered multiple scholarships to art schools around the country.  
She is a phenomenal artist and art school has made a huge difference for her.  Another 
student Luis, had numerous challenges along the way.  Peer influences that probably 
weren’t so positive. He got himself on the right track and returned to us last school year 
with a lot of support.  He was the last student of our 82 students who started this school 
year who weren’t on track to earn diplomas in reading and writing essential skills.  On 
Thursday, he passed his last writing assessment.  He is scheduled to walk and get his 
diploma because of the work our teachers have done.  Lillie ended up in one of Jeff 
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Blackman’s engineering classes not really knowing what engineers did and why she 
was even in there.  She says that has had such a significant impact on her and 20 of the 
22 students in Jeff Blackman’s engineering classes are going to pre-engineering 
classes.  The other two are going into pre-med.  If it wasn’t for Jeff and his support in 
those classes, those students wouldn’t have those opportunities right now.  So implore 
you to think of when you are watching graduation and you see those students, every 
single student has a story.  I am sure every single one of you can remember a 
significant impact of a teacher and so when we think about cutting, we need to cut away 
from the classroom.  I have great respect for Pat Evenson-Brady and for the 
opportunities provided by Community Education, but really, we are here to educate 
students in the classroom and that is where our resources should be”. 

 

Pat Evenson-Brady: “What I sometimes hear is that there is a line in the sand between 
the school day and classrooms and Community Education.  It is such a blended 
program that I don’t think we can say don’t fund Community Education because it 
doesn’t serve kids in the classroom, because it does.  Westside and May Street have a 
much less chance of getting any after-school help with their homework than with the 
kids in the upper valley schools, because they don’t have the kinds of after-school 
programs and they have a high level of poverty.  That is a really critical piece for those 
kids in the classroom that they have a place and time that they can do homework.  They 
have no fewer needs than do the poverty kids who live in the upper valley.  Middle 
school sports has always been something that we believe strongly as educators is part 
of the school day.  It is part of the way we educate kids.  We have now given it to 
Community Education, but that doesn’t mean it’s not something that doesn’t serve kids.  
Preschools are advocated as being critically important.  So when you think about 
Community Education, to me there are some things that have to be self-supporting.  My 
favorite classes are glass fusing and cake decorating.  Those need to be self-
supporting.  There is no reason to take K-12 money to do that.  But things like pre-
school, after-school programs and middle school sports, we have hardly any activities 
for elementary school kids except the ones that are offered by Community Education.  I 
don’t think the line in the sand is quite that bright.  I think it is incredibly difficult and I 
might argue lots of things about how this budget may have been developed differently 
but I don’t think it’s fair to ignore the contributions of Community Education to the 
regular kids that are in regular school programs.  Those are the very programs that we 
would offer if we could afford to offer them, because we have in the past.  Again, thank 
you for the job you do and your terribly hard decision.  I am glad that I don’t have to 
make those anymore”. 
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Cindi Sischo: “I wasn’t planning on speaking tonight, but I am so passionate about our 
children and about my son and about our school.  I came from Westside when I 
transferred even while I was still going through cancer.  That was a hard transfer.  I 
went up to Parkdale and the children up there did not have the same things that we 
have in town at Westside.  Going up and saying wow, the computers, oh my goodness, 
we don’t even have Google.  I have just advocated and I have talked to so many of you 
asking to have that.  In our school right now, we have four classes that are blends.  We 
have the highest poverty besides Cascade Locks.  We are looking at losing another 
teacher.  My seven year olds that walk into class have seven different transitions.  
These are ELL children.  I have 22 children in my class who are ELL.  They are going to 
meet and we work hard and members of our staff are incredibly wonderful people and 
they are dedicated.  But as you say, we are taking away your first grade teacher then 
we will have every single class blended.  Five year olds coming into school to how many 
different teachers?  We are the highest poverty school I believe.  I did not come 
prepared to speak, but I am coming from the passion in my heart and saying don’t take 
away from children.  Don’t take away from Parkdale, because Parkdale and Cascade 
Locks always lose.  It’s not ok.  I so passionate about that Mr. Beck.  I know that when 
we spoke you had said it’s the schools with the lowest enrollment and they will not 
receive the same.  We do deserve the same and we deserve the opportunity and we will 
have children that have stories and they will become so much more in school because 
you kept that one teacher and you made the difference because you cared about the 
children”. 

 

Tom Scully: “I am a parent from Parkdale.  I have a child in Parkdale and also one at 
Wy’east.  When I heard that there were cuts coming, I was there when my son was in 
school during the 2003 cuts and that was difficult.  This is obviously even more difficult.  
In seeing the disproportionate cuts that seem to be happing at Parkdale like Cindi was 
saying, is pretty concerning for parents in Parkdale that are trying to do the best we 
possibly can for our kids in our community.  I think you really have to weigh again the 
rural needs.  Don’t leave these kids behind.  They have the same needs that anyone in 
the city does and you can see the difference in the level of funding that comes to 
Parkdale.  It is really difficult to watch.  It is everything from the teachers like Cindi said 
with all the mixed grade classes out there and that has been continuing on with these 
high attendance numbers in these classes and it’s going to continue with them as they 
continue in education all the way through high school.  If you keep cutting teachers it is 
just going to be more and more difficult and there are going to be kids left behind.  We 
are all going to pay for that as citizens because with an uneducated group of kids 
coming up, our society is going to pay for that in the long run.  So think about that very 
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strongly when you make these cuts that take away more teachers.  Thanks for your 
time”. 

 

Rebecca Schwartentruber: “I have a couple of questions.  One is I wanted to know if the 
Frankton money is included in the 4.5% figure in reserves.  (Liz Whitmore responded 
that Nick explained that it is not.) Second, no one has addressed the projected increase 
in funding that we are expecting from the State.  Where would that be spent?  I have 
heard rumor that none of that would go to fund teachers or reduce cuts and that would 
also be put into reserves.  Am I missing information on that.  (Liz Whitmore responded 
there would be a portion of the meeting to deliberate that question).    My comment is 
that I really hope that if there is an increase in projected funding, that all the prior 
comments and that this money would be considered as going to some of those 
positions”. 

 

Brenda Colfelt Meyers: “I am a parent.  I have two kids – one in third grade and one in 
fifth grade at Parkdale Elementary and a son who is 8th grade at Wy’east.  Next year I 
will be dealing with three schools.  I am also a physician at One Community Health, 
formerly La Clinica for 18 years now as a family physician.  I really agree with these 
comments about putting the kids first.  In Parkdale, a lot of these parents – I work with 
them, I see them, they come in and a lot that are from Mexico have maybe a third grade 
level of education.  It is really concerning to get the support these kids need.  It is not 
just Parkdale when we look at the cuts, it looks like it is too heavy on Parkdale.  It really 
does.  In health care, there are some things that we do that we can recover from.  There 
are other things that we can’t.  The comment that I would make to the committee, is 
think of the children and just as we know how important early childhood education is, 
these kids just don’t get a do-over.  It is better two, three, four, five years down the road 
with the cuts that are made now may permanently affect them and they may not 
completely recover from that.  I have the utmost respect for the teachers.  They work so 
hard and care so much about those kids.  I would just put out a plea for putting the kids 
and the staff first.  I really think that is important”. 

 

Jennifer Ouzounian: “I am the mother of an 8th grader, soon to be high schooler.  I am a 
parent who would like to express the same things I have heard here that I think it is 
more important to support teachers and staff and education than capital facilities.  I also 
just wanted to say that I thought I heard Nick say the $750,000 from Frankton 
traditionally is used for capital improvements but it didn’t have to be.  So perhaps you 
could consider using some of all of that towards the reserves that you feel we need to 
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have in this tough time instead of getting rid of teachers who we put money into 
training”. 

 

Kelvin Calkins: “I get the desire to have a balanced budget and I won’t argue with that.  I 
think that is important.  But, everything we have heard so far today has been concern 
for not instructional programs.  We would like to see the same concern for the 
instructional programs which seems to us to be the fundamental purpose of the district.   
We need to save positions for our students.  The fact that so far, is not what you have 
been willing to find money for and I wonder why we can always find money for some 
things but not for keeping staff for our students.  I am going to ask you again to consider 
a reduction in District Office administration.  We have an opportunity to organize the 
work there without laying anybody off and letting them keep their jobs.  It is a good 
opportunity to do that.  All of the rest of us have faced reorganization of our jobs and will 
face that again when you adopt this budget.  Even if you do what I say, you will face a 
new reality because there will be fewer staff. What I am asking is can you work as hard 
to save instructional staff as you have been working and hearing about saving other 
programs that are auxiliary to our purpose?  Even one or two saved would make a 
difference”. 

 

Vince Wilson: “I have two kids up in Parkdale school.  I just wanted to address the 
Board tonight.  Listening in earlier, we heard about the over-runs on the budget and kind 
of some of those reasons for the over-runs, the economic down-turns and a lot of 
variables in that and the economic down-turns.  Part of that is as elected officials it is 
your responsibility to manage the budget.  I could do it but we would be millions of 
dollars in debt because that is not my job.  In terms of economic down-turn, if we don’t 
support the children, where do you think the economics are going to be in ten to fifteen 
years?  These children – who is going to make that economic base for us?  If we don’t 
support them, you are going to be facing much more economic down-turns than what 
you are looking at right now.  In this room right now, if we picked any particular subject 
matter, I would fill it full of people who are advocates for any of the programs out there.  
I will fill the room and you would hear heart felt stories of why these people feel it’s 
important.  If we don’t concentrate on the core values of our school system, we are not 
going to have the children to even support us from an economic standpoint.  I am a 
member of a very large fire fighter union about 60 miles from here and we are going 
through some very tough economic times right now.  A $4.2 million dollar budget 
shortfall.  When we talk about core values and taking ten years of budget cuts, we are 
at the point where we are closing fire houses.  When we have to tell citizens that the fire 
house won’t be there and instead of a five minute response, you are going to have a ten 
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minute response.  Those are core services that we have eliminated everything that is – 
we do a lot of good work for people.  We are down to the core services.  That is putting 
someone at your door to put your fire out or try to help with cardiac arrest.  There isn’t 
much left.  So I ask you as Board members today, when you hear all of these 
arguments and they are good ones, and every one of them I support if we have the 
money, but what I support is making sure our children are well trained so that they can 
continue on.  Our nation wasn’t built with Community Education.  It was built by people 
learning basic skills and then they learn all the other skills in their life time.  I am asking 
you to look at the budget as the leaders and elected officials and to make tough 
decisions for the very core that we need for our children”. 

Liz Whitmore:  “I appreciate all of your comments.  We all recognize that these are very 
difficult decisions and I can assure you that every single person sitting here cares about 
teachers and kids and we are all parents with kids in our schools.  None of us are taking 
this lightly and I can assure folks are spending sleepless nights thinking about this 
district. This is something that we face and is our responsibility and we are ready to do 
the work”. 

 

BUDGET COMMITTEE DELIBERATIONS: 

Finance Director Nick Hogan presented the following information on the Local Option 
history for Hood River County School District since 2005: 
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Q: For every nickel that the Local Option is reduced, how much revenue is lost to the 
District? 

 A: Approximately $72,000 and with match $95,000. 

Q: When does the taxing authority need to know what the levy is? What is the deadline? 
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 A: July 15th. 

Q: At what point in time in the year do we know what the Local Option match will be? 

A: For this year, we didn’t find out until about a month ago that this year was 
going to be short.  They should be able to tell us by December each year.   

Q: When does this committee have to make a decision on the Local Option amount to 
levy? 

A: The Budget Committee would approve the amount and then in late June, the 
School Board can make a decision to lower the rate or leave as is.  They cannot 
raise the amount.   

 

Discussion Points: 

• Committee does not take collecting the maximum amount lightly 
• Community support is a huge deal 
• Very careful not to levy full amount unless absolutely needed 
• Maintain credibility with public 
• Nod from all members in agreement to levy full amount 
• If approved $1.25 tonight and extra monies come from the State, the Board can 

chose to lower the rate, but never increase. 
• Listen to voters and keep teachers in the classroom if at all possible 
• Discussion on pledging excess monies to reserve 
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Heather Staten and David Russo provided the following information to the committee: 
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It was moved by Bob Danko and seconded by Randy Holmstrom to approve Exhibit A 
with the recommendation if there is any additional state revenue, the District balance 
expenditures for the coming year and anything after that is at the discretion of the Board 
and Superintendent to determine how additional monies are used.   Motion approved 
unanimously.
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MEETING ADJOURNED AT 8:11 P.M. 

 

 

_________________________     _____________________ 

13/14 Budget Officer       13/14 Budget Chairperson 
Nick Hogan        Liz Whitmore 
 

 

_________________________     _____________________ 

Date         Date 
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